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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the problem of audio source separation.
To handle the complex and ill-posed nature of the problems of audio
source separation, the current state-of-the-art approaches employ
deep neural networks to obtain instrumental spectra from a mix-
ture. In this study, we propose a novel network architecture that ex-
tends the recently developed densely connected convolutional net-
work (DenseNet), which has shown excellent results on image clas-
sification tasks. To deal with the specific problem of audio source
separation, an up-sampling layer, block skip connection and band-
dedicated dense blocks are incorporated on top of DenseNet. The
proposed approach takes advantage of long contextual information
and outperforms state-of-the-art results on SiSEC 2016 competition
by a large margin in terms of signal-to-distortion ratio. Moreover,
the proposed architecture requires significantly fewer parameters
and considerably less training time compared with other methods.
Index Terms— convolutional neural networks, DenseNet,
source separation, multi-band
1. INTRODUCTION
Audio source separation has attracted considerable attention in the
last decade. Various approaches have been introduced so far such
as local Gaussian modeling [1, 2], non-negative factorization [3–5],
kernel additive modeling [6] and combinations of those approaches
[7–9]. Recently, deep neural networks (DNNs) based source separa-
tion methods has shown significant improvement in separation per-
formance over earlier methods. In [10,11], a standard feed-forward
fully connected network (FNN) was used to obtain the source spec-
tra. As an input for the FNN, multiple frames (typically up to about
20 frames) were concatenated to take advantage of temporal con-
texts. To model longer contexts, long short term memory (LSTM)
was used in [12]. Despite its good performance, the LSTM usu-
ally requires a relatively long training time, making it difficult to
re-train the network to adapt to different domains or to explore the
best architecture.
Another well-known architecture, Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) [13] has been very successful in image domain and
also widely used in a variety of audio and video tasks [14–17]. As
the convolution layers are stacked, a receptive field of the deeper
layer covers a larger area of the input field, enabling the deep
CNN architecture to take long contexts, as LSTM does. How-
ever, considerable depth is required to cover long contexts, making
the network training difficult and leading to performance degrada-
tion [18]. Recent works, such as ResNets [18] and Highway Net-
works [19], address this problem by bypassing signals from one
layer to the next via identity connections; this enable to success-
fully train the networks with more than 100 layers. Most recently,
a novel CNN architecture called densely connected convolutional
networks (DenseNet) has shown excellent performance on image
recognition task [20]. The idea of DenseNet is to use concatena-
tion of output feature maps of preceding layers as the input to suc-
ceeding layers. Unlike ResNet, this iterative connection enables
the network to learn explicit cross-layer interactions and reuses fea-
tures computed in preceding layers, which yields efficient use of
parameters. This property suits the audio source separation prob-
lem very well because the goal of audio source separation is to es-
timate the instrumental spectrograms buried in interference sounds
and the estimated source spectrograms could be brushed up more
easily by referring the mixture or previous layer outputs. However,
DenseNet is inherently memory demanding because the number of
inter-layer connections grows quadratically with depth. Even for
image recognition tasks involving relatively low resolution images
(for instance 32 × 32 input and 10 or 100 output, as in CIFAR [21]
and SVHN [22]), the authors used pooling layers to overcome the
explosion of the number of feature maps. In audio source separa-
tion, both the input and output dimension would be far larger (e.g.
1024 frequency bins × 128 frames) in order to utilize sufficiently
long contexts with high frequency resolution.
To address this problem, we propose a fully convolutional
multi-scale DenseNet equipping dense blocks with multiple resolu-
tions. The input of lower resolution dense blocks is created by itera-
tively down-sampling the outputs from the preceding dense blocks.
The low resolution dense blocks are then up-sampled to recover a
higher resolution, and the result are fed to higher resolution dense
blocks together with the output from the preceding dense blocks
having same resolution, as shown in Fig. 2. The lower resolution
blocks capture the entire context while the higher resolution blocks
recover details of the time-frequency structure in the spectrogram.
This architecture enables the network to model both long contexts
and fine-grained structures efficiently within a practical model size
while maintaining the advantages of DenseNet. In order to increase
the modeling capability, we further introduced dense blocks ded-
icated to particular frequency bands as well as to the entire fre-
quency spectrum. Although convolution along the frequency axis
is shown to be effective in the audio domain including speech [14]
and non-speech [15], local patterns in the spectrogram are often
different in different frequency bands: the lower frequency band is
more likely to contain high energies, tonalities and long sustained
sounds, whereas the higher frequency band tends to have low ener-
gies, noise and rapidly decaying sounds. Most kernels in a convo-
lution layer focus on the higher energy band and neglect the lower
energy band, which they consequently fail to recover. Therefore, we
propose dense blocks dedicated to each band. In combination with
a global dense block, the network is thus able to model efficiently
both local and global structures.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. We propose multi-scale fully convolutional networks for au-
dio source separation by extending DenseNet to cover long
contexts while enabling the network to model large input and
output dimensions.
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dense block 
Figure 1: dense block architecture. The input of a composite layer
is the concatenation of outputs of all preceding layers.
2. We further propose to model each frequency band sepa-
rately, enabling the kernels to focus on particular distribu-
tion, which differ for each frequency band.
3. The proposed method largely outperforms the state of the art
that achieved the best score in the Signal Separation Evalua-
tion Campaign (SiSEC) 2016 competition [23]. Moreover, it
considerably reduces the training time and the number of pa-
rameters in comparison with recently proposed DNN based
methods.
2. MULTI-SCALE MULTI-BAND DENSENET
In this section, we first summarize the DenseNet architecture. Then,
we extend DenseNet by introducing up-scaling blocks and inter
block skip connections to deal with the high dimensional inputs and
outputs that are inherent to utilize long context with high resolution
audio. Next, we introduce a multi-band DenseNet architecture that
improves modeling efficiency and capability. Finally, the complete
architectures are outlined.
2.1. DenseNet
In a standard feed forward network, the output of the lth layer is
computed as xl = Hl(xl−1), where the network input is denoted as
x0 andHl(·) is a non-linear transformation which can be a compos-
ite function of operations such as Batch Normalization (BN) [24],
rectified linear units (ReLU) [25], pooling, or convolution. In order
to mitigate difficulties of training very deep models, ResNet [18]
employs a skip connection which adds an identity mapping of the
input to the non-linear transformation:
xl = Hl(xl−1) + xl−1. (1)
The skip connection allows the network to propagate the gradient
directly to the preceding layers, making the training of deep ar-
chitectures easier. DenseNet [20] further improves the information
flow between layers by replacing the simple addition of the output
of a single preceding layer with a concatenation of all preceding
layers:
xl = Hl([xl−1, xl−2, . . . , x0]), (2)
where [. . .] denotes the concatenation operation. Such dense con-
nectivity enables all layers not only to receive the gradient directly
but also to reuse features computed in preceding layers. This avoids
the re-calculation of similar features in different layers, making the
network highly parameter efficient. Fig. 1 illustrate the dense block.
In DenseNet, Hl comprises of BN, followed by ReLU and convolu-
tion with k feature maps. In the reminder of this paper, k is referred
to as growth rate since the number of input feature maps grows lin-
early with depth in proportion to k (e.g. the input of lth layer have
l × k feature maps).
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Figure 2: MDenseNet architecture. Multi-scale dense blocks are
connected though down- or up-sampling layer or through block skip
connections. The figure shows the case s = 3.
For image recognition tasks, a pooling layer, which aggregates
local activation and maps to the lower dimension, is essential to
capture the global information efficiently. A down-sampling layer
defined as a 1× 1 convolution followed by a 2× 2 average pooling
layer is introduced to facilitate pooling. By alternately connecting
dense blocks and down-sampling layers, the feature map dimension
is successively reduced and finally fed to a softmax classification
layer after global pooling layer. In the next section, We discuss how
to apply these ideas to audio source separation.
2.2. Multi-Scale DenseNet with block skip connection and
transposed convolution
Dense blocks and down-sampling layers comprise the down-
sampling path of the proposed multi-scale DenseNet. Down-
sampled feature maps enable the dense block network to model
longer contexts and wider frequency range dependency while al-
leviating computational expense. In order to recover the original
resolution from lower resolution feature maps, we introduce an up-
sampling layer defined as a transposed convolution whose filter size
is same as the pooling size. We again alternate up-sampling lay-
ers and dense blocks to successively recover the higher resolution
feature maps. In order to allow forward and backward signal flow
without passing though lower resolution blocks, we also introduce
inter-block skip connection which directly connect two dense blocks
of the same scale. With this connection, dense blocks in the down-
sampling path are enabled to receive supervision and send the ex-
tracted features without compressing and decompressing them. The
idea of the entire architecture is depicted in Fig. 2 in case that the
number of different scales s is 3 which can be tuned depends on a
data complexity and resource availabilities. Hereafter, we refer to
this architecture as MDenseNet. Note that the proposed architec-
ture is fully convolutional and thus can be applied to arbitrary input
length.
2.3. Multi-band MDenseNet
In the architecture discussed in Sec. 2.2, the kernels of the convolu-
tion layer are shared across the entire input field. This is reasonable
if the local input patterns appear in any position in the input, as
is the case for objects in natural photos. In audio, however, dif-
ferent patterns occur in different frequency bands, though a certain
amount of translation of patterns exists, depending on the relatively
small pitch shift. Therefore, limiting the band that share the kernels
is more suitable for efficiently capturing local patterns. Indeed, lim-
ited kernel sharing has been shown to be effective in speech recog-
nition [26]. We split the input into multiple bands and apply multi-
scale DenseNet to each band. However, simply splitting frequency
band and modeling each band individually may hinder the ability to
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Figure 3: MMDenseNet architecture. Outputs of MDenseNets ded-
icated for each frequency band including full band are concatenated
and the final dense block integrate features from these bands to cre-
ate final output.
model the entire structure of spectrogram. Hence, we build in paral-
lel an MDenseNet for the full band input and concatenate its output
with outputs from multiple sub-band MDenseNets, as shown in Fig.
3. Note that in this architecture, since fine structure can be captured
by band limited MDenseNets, the full band MDenseNet can focus
on modeling rough global structure, thus simpler and less expensive
model can be used. We refer to the architecture as MMDenseNet.
2.4. Architecture details
Details of the proposed network architectures for audio source sep-
aration are described in Table 1. One advantage of MMDenseNet is
that we can design suitable architectures for each band individually
and assign computational resources according to the importance of
each band which may differ depending on the target source or ap-
plication. In this work, we split the frequency into two bands in the
middle and design a relatively larger model for the lower frequency
band.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Setup
We evaluated our proposed method on DSD100 dataset which is
build for SiSEC [23]. The dataset consists of Dev and Test sets with
50 songs each, recorded in stereo format at 44.1kHz sampling fre-
quency. The average duration of songs is about 4 minutes. For each
song, the mixture and its four sources, bass, drums, other and vo-
cals, are available. The task is to separate songs into the four source
instruments, or simply into the vocals and accompaniment track.
We used a spectrogram (sequence of short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) magnitudes obtained by using a frame size of 2048 sam-
ples with 50% overlap) of the mixture X(t, f) as the input and
trained a network to estimate target spectrogram Si(t, f) by min-
imizing the square error between the network output Sˆi(t, f) and
Si(t, f), where f is the frequency bin index, t is the frame index
and i ∈ I = {bass, drums, others, vocals} is the index of in-
struments. The training was conducted with RMSprop [27], with
an initial learning rate of 0.001 and reduced to 0.0001 after the per-
formance saturated. Networks were trained individually for each
instrument using data augmentation and the estimates Sˆi(t, f) were
further enhanced by applying multi-channel Wiener filter (MWF),
as in [12].
Table 1: The proposed architectures. All dense blocks are equipped
with 3×3 kernels with L layers and k growth rate. The pooling size
and transposed convolution kernel size are 2×2.
Layer scale MMDenseNet MDenseNetlow high full
band split
1
first half last half - -
conv (t×f,ch) 3×4, 32 3×3, 32 3×4, 32 3×4, 32
dense 1 (k,L) 14, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
down sample 1
2
pool pool pool pool
dense 2 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
down sample 1
4
pool pool pool pool
dense 3 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
down sample 1
8
pool pool pool pool
dense 4 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 4 12, 4
up sample
1
4
t.conv t.conv t.conv t.conv
concat. low dense 3 high dense 3 full dense 3 dense 3
dense 5 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
up sample
1
2
t.conv t.conv t.conv t.conv
concat. low dense 2 high dense 2 full dense 2 dense 2
dense 6 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
up sample
1
t.conv t.conv t.conv t.conv
concat. low dense 1 high dense 1 full dense 1 dense 1
dense 7 (k,L) 16, 4 10, 3 6, 2 12, 4
concat. (axis)
1
freq - -concat. (axis) channel
dense 8 (k,L) 4, 2 4, 2
conv(t×f,ch) 1×2, 2 1×2, 2
Table 2: Comparison of SDR.
SDR in dB
Method Bass Drums Other Vocals Acco.
DeepNMF [4] 1.88 2.11 2.64 2.75 8.90
NUG [10] 2.72 3.89 3.18 4.55 10.29
FNN [11] 2.54 3.75 2.92 4.47 11.12
BLSTM [12] 2.89 4.00 3.24 4.86 11.26
BLEND [12] 2.98 4.13 3.52 5.23 11.70
MDenseNet 2.74 4.37 3.33 4.91 11.21
MMDenseNet 3.91 5.37 3.81 6.00 12.10
MMDenseNet+ 4.13 5.19 4.37 6.06 12.66
3.2. State of the art comparison
We compared our method with other state-of-the-art approaches:
• DeepNMF [4]: Non-negative deep network architecture which
results from unfolding NMF iterations and untying their pa-
rameters.
• NUG [10]: This approach estimates source spectra using DNN,
and iteratively updates the spatial and spectral estimates us-
ing expectation-maximization. This approach was referred as
NUG1 in [10].
• FNN [11]: The source spectra was estimated by feed forward
fully connected DNN trained with an additional dataset (Med-
leyDB [28]). Final outputs were obtained by applying single-
channel Wiener filter to each channel individually.
• BLSTM [12]: Three layer bidirectional long short time mem-
ory (BLSTM) was used to estimate source spectrogram. This
system marked second best score in SiSEC 2016 competition
[23] and can be considered as a good baseline since it also uses
MWF, thus the performance difference between these system
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Figure 4: SDR comparison. Red line indicates the median and blue box indicates the 50% percentile.
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Figure 5: The average norm of kernels for the skip connection path
and the up-sampled path.
highlight the effect of our proposed network architectures.
• BLEND [12]: This approach linearly blend the estimates of
FNN and BLSTM before applying MWF. The best score on
SiSEC 2016 competition was obtained with this approach.
Table 2 and Fig. 4 show the signal to distortion ratio (SDR)
computed using the BSS Eval toolbox [29]. Among the state-of-
the-art baselines, BLEND showed the best performance, which was
a fusion of BLSTM and FNN. MDenseNet performed as good as
BLSTM, which also utilized MWF. This suggests that the multi-
scale architecture successfully learned to utilize long term contexts
using the stack of convolution layers instead of the recurrent archi-
tecture. This claim will be further investigated in the next subsec-
tion. MMDenseNet significantly improved performance and largely
outperformed all baselines, showing the effectiveness of the multi-
band architecture. We also trained MMDenseNet with the addi-
tional dataset, MedleyDB as FNN approach, and denoted it as MM-
DenseNet+. It further improved performances for all instruments
except drums and showed the best overall result. Notably, we ob-
tained 0.97dB improvement on average over the best results of the
SiSEC 2016.
3.3. Architecture validation
The proposed multi-sale dense block enables the network to model
the signal on different scales, i.e. the global context in the down-
scaled blocks and local fine-grained structure in the high resolution
blocks. To validate if dense blocks at each scale actually contribute
to recovering the target spectrogram, we computed the map-wise l2-
norm of filter weights of dense blocks in up-sampling path (dense
5, 6 and 7 in Table 1). The input of dense blocks in the up-sampling
path is the concatenation of the output of the preceding up-sampling
layer from down scaled block, and the skip connection from the
dense block in down-sampling path, as in Fig. 2. By comparing
the averaged l2-norm of the filter weights corresponding to the up-
Table 3: Comparison of average SDR, number of parameters and
training time per instrument.
Method avg. SDR # of param. training time[dB] [million] [hour]
BLSTM [12] 3.75 6.08 333
BLEND [12] 3.97 8.71 471
MDenseNet 3.84 0.16 37
MMDenseNet+ 4.94 0.31 79
sampling path and the skip connection path, we can conjecture the
contribution of dense blocks in different scale. Fig.5 shows that the
l2-norms of these two path are roughly the same, indicating that
every dense block at different scale indeed contributes reasonably.
This validate the advantage of the multi-scale DenseNet structure.
3.4. Model efficiency
The proposed architecture encourages feature reuse within and be-
tween dense blocks, leading to a compact and efficient model. To
verify this, the number of parameters and the model training times
are compared in Table 3. The number of parameters of the pro-
posed architectures are significantly less than the baseline methods.
MDenseNet achieved comparable performance to the sate-of-the-
art BLEND approach with only 1.5% of the parameters, and MM-
DenseNet largely outperformed BLEND with only 3.6% of the pa-
rameters. This demonstrates the compactness and efficiency of the
model, which is preferable for deployment. The training time is
also significantly less than for the BLSTM and BLEND methods,
making it easier to tune the hyper-parameters.
4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended DenseNet to tackle the audio source sep-
aration problem. The proposed architectures have dense blocks at
multiple scales connected though down-sampling and up-sampling
layers, which enable the network to efficiently model both fine-
grained local structure and global structure. Furthermore, we pro-
posed a multi-band DenseNet to enable kernels in convolution layer
to learn more effectively; this showed considerable performance
improvement. Experimental results on the SiSEC 2016 DSD100
dataset shows that our approach outperforms the state-of-the-art by
a large margin, while reducing the model size and training time sig-
nificantly.
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